Influence of the Parameters of Disk Winding on the Impulse
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Abstract: Overvoltage distribution along the transformer winding must be uniform to
certify the safety of the operation of the power transformer. Influence of the parameters
variation on the Impulse Voltage Distribution (IVD) in disk winding transformer is going to
be analyzed which hasn’t been analyzed on this type of winding in the previous papers. In
this research, a transformer with disk winding and rectangular cross-section is analyzed.
Equations for capacitances between winding turns and also equations for capacitances
between turns and core are deduced. Noting that the relationships presented are dependent
on the parameters of the transformer winding, so with changing these parameters, the
capacitances of turn –turn and turn – core and finally the capacitances of total series and
parallel of the winding will be changed. The purpose of this paper is to show the effect of
the variations of these parameters on the IVD in disk winding of transformer. This paper,
will assess how to change the parameters of disk winding in order to achieve a uniform
initial IVD along the winding and to reduce the Amplitude of Impulse Voltage Fluctuations
(AIVF) in winding and which parameters have more effect in making uniform the IVD on
the disk winding.
Keywords: Constant of Winding Voltage Distribution, Disk Winding, Impulse Voltage
Distribution, Series and Parallel Capacitances.

1 Introduction1
Frequency pattern of impulse voltage caused by
lightning contains fundamental frequencies up to several
megahertz. Thus, in these high frequencies,
capacitances of transformer winding should be
considered in calculations. But they ignored in power
frequency [1-3]. These capacitances are considered
between windings and grounded components (i.e. core,
tank, etc) and between disks, layers and turns. With
presence of these capacitances, IVD along the winding
isn’t uniform. Non-uniform IVD along the winding
produces severe stress on the winding which can be
resulted in electric breakdown of transformer insulation.
In power frequency, voltage distribution along the
winding is uniform and there is not stress on the
transformer insulation. Therefore, IVD on the winding
disks must be uniform in order to reduce the AIVF.
Distribution of the impulse voltage along the
winding depends on the winding capacitive network that
is consisting of parallel and series capacitances [1].
Capacitors between winding turns are known as series
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and capacitors between turns and core are known as
parallel capacitors.
According to Fig. 1, the voltage of any point in
capacitive network in the time of the strike of impulse
voltage, U, with assuming the transformer winding is
grounded is deduced from Eq. (1) [3]:

⎛ eα x − e −α x ⎞
V ( x) = U ⎜ α l
(1)
−α l ⎟
⎝ e −e ⎠
where
Cp
α=
(2)
Cs
In Eq. (1), U is the amplitude of the applied impulse
voltage to the winding terminal, l is the total length of
winding and x is the coordinates of point for calculating
the voltage. Also in Eq. (2), Cs is the total series
capacitance of the winding, and Cp is the total parallel
capacitance of the winding.
Constant of winding voltage distribution (α) shows
the rate of uniformity of IVD along the transformer
winding [1]. This coefficient depends on the total series
and parallel capacitance of winding. Total series
capacitance of the winding is equivalent to the
capacitances of turn-turn and total parallel capacitance
of the winding is equivalent to the capacitances of turncore.
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Fig. 1 Capacittive network off the transform
mer winding in time
t
of the strike off the impulse vooltage U.

Accordinng to Eq. (2), by
b increasing α, the proporttion
of total seeries capacitance to thee total paraallel
capacitance will decreasee and accordinng to the Figg. 2,
o the transfoormer windingg to
causes the cuurve of IVD on
be nonlinear and also according to Fig. 3, AIVF on the
winding will be increased..
By decreaasing the coeffficient α, not only IVD on the
winding uniiforms but also AIVF in the windding
reduces.
Accordinng to Fig. 2, the winding of a transform
mer
has been annalyzed for seeveral cases. If in capacittive
network of thhe winding, thhe proportion of total series to
parallel capaacitance be sm
mall (α=10), the
t curve of IVD
I
will be non-llinear. But if the
t proportionn of total seriees to
parallel capaacitance in cappacitive netwoork be big (α=
=1),
the curve of IVD will be linear.
l
Also, in
i α=0, the cuurve
of the IVD will
w change to a straight linee.
Fig. 2 shoows, the initiaal IVD on a grounded windding
for differentt α [1]. Also Fig. 3 show
ws the maxim
mum
voltage gradiient on each disk
d of the winnding at the tiime
of transient fluctuations
f
(ccurve of AIVF
F) with respecct to
different valuues of α [1].
Accordinng to the abovve sentences, to minimize the
damage to the
t winding in the time of the strikee of
impulse volltage, the cooefficient of α must be the
smallest posssible value. Methods of interleaving the
winding turnns and use off the electrosttatic shieldingg in
windings, aree used for lineearization of the
t initial IVD
D on
the winding and
a for reduciing α [4-7].
In [8], voltage
v
distribbution and maximum
m
elecctric
field intensitty in power transformer windings, ussing
various electtric shields arre studied. In [9], the methhods
of computingg the equivaleent series capaacitance of a unit
u
are
coil for trannsient analyssis in large transformers
t
presented.
In [10], describes
d
the application of
o the conceptt of
fractal geom
metry to obtainn the featuress inherent in the
impulse respponse of transsformers subjected to impuulse
test. In [11]], studies efffect of new suggested ferrroresonance limiter on controlling ferro-resonaance
oscillation inn the power transformer including Metal
M
Oxide Surgee Arrester (M
MOSA). Alsoo [12], preseents
feasible metthods for mitigation
m
of the overvolttage
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maagnitude. In [13], presents a simple anaalytic formulaa
forr calculating the disk cappacitance witth a variablee
num
mber of wounnd-in-shield tuurns. In [14]-[19], presentss
meethods of calculating
c
tthe series and parallell
cap
pacitances (tuurn-turn and turn-core cap
pacitances) off
cap
pacitive netwoork of the winnding. The ph
henomenon off
maagnetizing inruush in a transsient condition
n was studiedd
in [20].
The purpose of this paper is to associate
a
thee
cap
pacitive moddel of the w
winding to th
he capacitivee
equ
uations relatedd to the windding dimensions, insulationn
and
d core. Unllike the othher papers, the voltagee
disstribution on the
t winding iss studied; butt in this paperr
thee effects of diifferent winding dimension
ns, insulationss
and
d core whichh were not meentioned in th
he previouslyy
stu
udies have been
b
presented in this paper. It iss
notteworthy that the dimensioons of windin
ng, insulationss
and
d core are the parameters off capacitive eq
quations.

Fig
g. 2 Impact of α on the initial im
mpulse voltagee distribution.

Fig
g. 3 Impact of α on the ampllitude of the im
mpulse voltagee
flucctuations.
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Series and
a
parallel capacitancess in capacittive
network of the
t winding depend on parameters of the
winding. So these parameeters can be useful
u
in makking
the distributiion of initial impulse
i
voltagge more unifoorm
and also havve effect on reeduction of thhe AIVF on the
t
winding.
In this paaper, the influeence of windinng parameterss on
the IVD has been studied. With the resuults of this papper,
we can unnderstand how to changge the windding
parameters inn order to achhieve a uniform
m initial IVD and
reduce the AIVF
A
along thee transformer winding and also
a
to understandd which param
meters will haave a more efffect
to make uniiform the IV
VD on windinng. Also in this
research, chaanges in each parameter off the winding for
decreasing thhe impulse vooltage on eachh disk have been
b
analyzed. Inn this paper, capacitive network
n
of disk
d
winding is being studied. We also assuume that windding
has rectanguular cross-secttion. The winding of a typical
transformer has been studied using VOLNA
V
softw
ware
[4-7] and [221]. Program
m of Calculattion of Impuulse
Voltages inn Transform
mer Winding (VOLNA) is
professional software whiich is used inn the companyy of
Iran Transforrmer [21].
2 Calculatiing Series and Parallel Caapacitance
2.1 Seriess Capacitance
In this seection equatioons for series capacitors (tuurnturn capacitoors) will be prresented. In Fig.
F 4 a coil with
w
rectangular winding is shown. For calculating the
capacitance we neglect thhe curvature of the turns and
assume the conductors are straight with unlimiited
length. Two conductors with
w rectanguular cross-secttion
which are sttraight and parallel
p
are eqquivalent to two
t
parallel plaanes. From the parallel--plane capaccitor
equation we have:

C = K .ε 0

A
d

(3)

In Eq. (3)), A is the crooss-section of parallel planees, d
is distance of
o between two
t
parallel planes,
p
ε0 is the
permittivity of vacuum annd K is a consstant for windding
leakage effeccts.

In next stepss Eq. (3) willl be more acccurate so thatt
win
nding parameeters will be included. In
n this methodd
[14
4-19], distancee between twoo adjacent turrns or the turnn
and
d core are divvided into diffferent parts. According too
Fig
g. 5, distance between twoo adjacent turrns is dividedd
into 3 regions. First
F
region is the insulatin
ng coating off
thee first turn, seecond region is the insulaation betweenn
adjjacent turns and the thirdd region is the
t insulatingg
coaating of the seecond turn.
The capacitaance for the insulating coaating of eachh
wirre (capacitannce of the fiirst and third
d regions) iss
callculated from Eq. (4) that iss deduced usin
ng Eq. (3).

C ici = ε 0 .ε r .

π .DT .w

(4)

t

Parameters of
o Eq. (4) aree shown in Fig.
F 4. In thiss
equ
uation, DT is the
t average diiameter of the turn, w is thee
wid
dth of turn’s cross-section without insullating coatingg
and
d t is the thicckness of the insulating co
oating on onee
sid
de and ε r is the
t relative peermittivity of the insulatingg
coaating of each wire.
w
In transform
mer windings, the insulation
n between thee
two
o turns is usuually oil. Thee capacitance between twoo
adjjacent turns inn the area of ccovered by oill (capacitancee
in the
t second reggion) from Eqq. (5) is calculated:

Coil
o = ε 0 .ε r ( oil ) .

π .DT .w

(5)

p − h − 2t

In Eq. (5), p is winding pitch or distaance betweenn
cen
nters of the cross-sections of the adjaceent turns, h iss
thee height of turn’s
t
cross-ssection witho
out insulatingg
coaating and εr(oil)l) is the relativve permittivity
y of oil.
The distance between tw
wo adjacent turns in thee
tran
nsformer winnding, in addition to the oiil can includee
oth
her insulations, which is ignored from them. In thee
disstance of betw
ween two adjaacent turns, th
he capacitancee
asssociated withh the first region and thee capacitancee
asssociated with the second rregion and the capacitancee
asssociated withh the third rregion, make up a seriess
com
mposition thhat the orientation of this seriess
com
mbination is shown
s
in Fig. 6.
This series combination caan be shown as
a Eq. (6):

Cttt =

Cic .Coil
Cic + 2Coiil

(6)

It is importannt to note thatt the capacity of associatedd
witth the first andd third regions are equal. By
B substitutingg
Eq
qs. (4) and (5) in Eq. (6), thee total capacittance betweenn
two
o adjacent turrns (turn–turn capacitor) ussing Eq. (7) iss
callculated:

Cttt = ε 0 .ε r ( oil ) .

π .DT .w
⎛ ε r ( oil )

p − h − 2t ⎜ 1 −
⎝

⎞
ε r ⎟⎠

(7))

Fig. 4 View off a coil with recctangular cross--section of turns.
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Fig. 8 Series combination of capacitances in the distance of
between turn and core.

Capacitance of second region (i.e. the region filled
with oil) is calculated according to the Eq. (9):

Fig. 5 Regions between two adjacent turns.

Ctc =

Fig. 6 Series combination of capacitances in the distance of
between two adjacent turns.

2.2 Parallel Capacitance
For calculation of parallel capacitance (turn-core
capacitor), like section 2.1 the curvature of the turns are
ignored. Also the core is considered as a plane. Also the
core is considered as a plane. Also in this section the
basic equation is Eq. (3) which will be more accurate
later. In this method [14-19], the distance between the
turn and the core is divided into two regions. According
to Fig. 7, first region is the insulating coating of the turn
and the second region is the insulation between turn and
core (oil).
In this section, for calculation of the capacitance of
first region (the capacitance of insulating coating of the
turn) is used from Eq. (8):

C ic = ε 0 .ε r .

π . D T .h
t

Fig. 7 Regions between turn and core.
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π .DT .h

(9)
Z − (w ) − t
2
Parameters of Eq. (9) are shown in Fig. 4. In this
equation, Z is distance between the center of turn’s
cross-section and the outer surface of the core.
According to Fig. 8, in the distance between the turn
and core capacitance associated with the first region
make a series combination with the capacitance
associated with the second region.
This series combination can be shown as Eq. (10):

Coil = ε 0 .ε r ( oil ) .

Cic .Coil
Cic + Coil

(10)

It should be noted that in this section, there is only
one capacitor Cic but in section of 2.1 there were two
capacitors Cic which were series. So by substituting Eqs.
(8) and (9) in Eq. (10), the total capacitance between the
turn and core (turn-core capacitor) using Eq. (11) is
calculated:
π .DT .h
Ctc = ε 0 .ε r ( oil ) .
(11)
⎛ ε
⎞
Z − w − t ⎜1 − r ( oil ) ⎟
ε
2
r⎠
⎝
Eqs. (4) - (11) are based on references [14-19].

( )

3 Study of Capacitive Network of the Disk Winding
In Fig. 9, view of a disk winding is shown. In this
type of winding, each disk has several turns that are
placed in one horizontal plane. In this winding, the turns

(8)

Fig. 9 Disk winding with 4 disks that each disk has 5 turns.
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By increasing the distance of the core outer surface
from the winding (Bcw), DT in Eqs. (7) and (11) and also
Z in Eq. (11) will be increased. This variation causes to
increase the proportion of total series to total parallel
capacitances. According to Fig. 11, these variations will
be caused the IVD on the winding to be uniform and it
will be also decreased α. Also from Table 2 it can be
seen that with increasing Bcw, the impulse voltage on
each disk was decreased. Thus the risk of electrical
breakdown is reduced in the winding insulation.
Table 1 Parameters of simulated disk winding.
Fig. 10 Capacitive network of the disk winding.

of first disk are wrapped from outside to inside and next
disk is wrapped in different direction (from inside to
outside) and this procedure is repeated to final disk.
The advantages of disk winding is that they can be
used in high power and high voltage transformers and
provide high cooling capability, mechanical strength
and good impulse voltage distribution.
Capacitive network of the disk winding is shown in
Fig. 10. In this capacitive network, there are two kinds
of series capacitors and one kind of parallel capacitor.
Series capacitors are as follow:
1- Turn-Turn capacitors, between adjacent turns in one
disk ( Ctt ( st ) ).
2- Turn-Turn capacitors, between adjacent turns in two
adjacent disks ( C tt ( sd ) ).
Also Turn-Core capacitors (Ctc) in disk winding are
as a parallel capacitor.
Series capacitors in the capacitive network of the
disk winding from Eq. (7) and parallel capacitors from
Eq. (11) are calculated. Proportional to change in each
parameter of the winding, one or more parameters in
Eqs. (7) and (11) will be changed and caused to change
the capacitive network of the winding. With variations
in the capacitive network of the winding, the IVD and
AIVF on the winding and also the impulse voltage on
each disk will be changed.
4 Impulse Voltage Distribution Analysis on the
Disk Winding
A typical transformer with disk winding is
considered for this section. The parameters of the
transformer winding are introduced in Table 1.
The results of the change in winding parameters
according to VOLNA software are shown in the
following tables and figures. Figures 11-14 which are
based on Fig. 2 show how the IVD on the winding
changes as the parameters of winding change. Tables 25 show the change of impulse voltage on each disk of
the winding as the winding parameters variation
(voltage on each disk is a percent of applied impulse
voltage).

Number of disks (N)

20

Number of turns in each disk (n)

4

Relative permittivity of insulation

Paper=4.2
oil=2.25

Height of turn’s cross-section without
insulating coating (h)

9.5 mm

Width of turn’s cross-section without
insulating coating (w)

6.5 mm

Thickness of paper insulation of the
conductor in one side(t)

0.5 mm

Diameter of core (Dc)

500 mm

Distance of the outer surface of the core
to winding (Bcw)

30 mm

Length of the channel between
winding’s disks (Hch)

4.5 mm

Table 2 Changes of the impulse voltage on the disks caused
by the changes of Bcw.
Impulse voltage on the disks [%]
Disk
Number

Bcw=10
mm

Bcw=30
mm

Bcw=50
mm

Bcw=80
mm

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

100.21
100.29
100.85
100.90
100.00
99.87
96.85
96.27
90.77
89.85
81.54
80.23
68.99
67.31
53.32
51.28
34.44
32.15
13.76
11.01

97.79
97.19
93.31
92.75
88.67
88.07
83.11
82.36
76.04
75.07
67.41
66.26
56.71
55.24
44.11
42.47
28.93
26.86
11.13
8.85

97.02
96.33
91.43
90.70
84.78
83.88
77.53
76.69
69.99
69.00
61.17
59.99
51.36
50.09
39.40
37.75
24.90
23.01
9.42
7.48

96.82
96.06
90.76
89.99
83.99
83.08
75.80
74.70
66.02
64.72
56.96
55.87
46.89
45.57
34.97
33.40
21.73
20.04
8.17
6.48
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Table 3 Changes of the impulse voltage on the disks caused
by the changes of Hch.
Impulse voltage on the disks [%]
Disk
Number

Hch=0
mm

Hch=4.5
mm

Hch=10
mm

Hch=20
mm

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

99.99
91.85
91.85
83.56
83.56
74.93
74.93
65.94
65.94
56.41
56.41
46.84
46.84
35.74
35.74
23.66
23.66
11.71
11.71
2E-07

97.79
97.19
93.31
92.75
88.67
88.07
83.11
82.36
76.04
75.07
67.41
66.26
56.71
55.24
44.11
42.47
28.93
26.86
11.13
8.85

99.99
99.08
99.08
97.943
97.94
94.67
94.67
89.17
89.17
80.59
80.59
69.39
69.39
55.42
55.42
39.16
39.16
20.57
20.57
2E-07

99.99
100.57
100.57
100.32
100.32
97.76
97.76
91.91
91.91
83.37
83.37
71.57
71.57
56.77
56.77
39.59
39.59
20.96
20.96
2E-07

Table 4 Changes of the impulse voltage on the disks caused
by the changes of t.

AIVF on the winding will be decreased. This is because
by reducing the Hch, P in Eq. (7) will be reduced and the
total series capacitance will be increased. The decrease
of impulse voltage on each disk with decreasing Hch in
the Table 3 can be observed.
Decreasing the thickness of paper insulation of the
conductor (t) has a little effect on the IVD of the disk
winding. Since in the capacitive network of disk
winding the number of series capacitances is more than
the parallel capacitances, the decrease of t has more
effect on the value of total series capacitance. So with
the decrease of t, the proportion of total series to total
parallel capacitances will increase and according to Fig.
13, the IVD along the winding become linear but it is
not significant. Also according to Table 4, the impulse
voltage on disks will decrease by decreasing t.
To analyze IVD on the winding with respect to
changing the dimensions of conductor cross-section, it
has been tried to consider the area of conductor crosssection to be constant but with changing its height (h)
and width (w). According to Fig. 14, the most uniform
IVD on the disk winding can be seen that when the
cross-section of each turn of disk has its maximum h
and its lowest w. Also Table 5 shows the impulse
voltage variation on each disk of winding for various
values of w and h.
Table 5 Changes of the impulse voltage on the disks caused
by the changes of w and h.
Impulse voltage on the disks [%]

Impulse voltage on the disks [%]
Disk
Number

t=0.125
mm

t=0.5
mm

t=1.0
mm

t=1.5
mm

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

97.53
96.77
91.63
90.90
85.56
84.78
78.90
78.04
71.32
70.33
62.46
61.29
52.47
51.16
40.09
38.40
25.47
23.57
9.72
7.73

97.79
97.19
93.31
92.75
88.67
88.07
83.11
82.36
76.04
75.07
67.41
66.26
56.71
55.24
44.11
42.47
28.93
26.86
11.13
8.85

98.07
97.56
94.41
93.95
90.30
89.76
85.21
84.50
78.27
77.31
69.60
68.40
58.56
57.07
45.48
43.86
30.04
27.91
11.58
9.21

98.33
97.90
95.25
94.87
91.53
91.01
86.68
86.02
79.93
78.99
71.00
69.82
59.79
58.27
46.16
44.49
30.69
28.56
11.90
9.46

As it is seen from Fig. 12, with decreasing the length
of the channel between winding’s disks (Hch), the IVD
along the winding will be more uniform, that means the
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w=2,
Disk
Number h=30.875
mm
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

97.98
97.32
92.66
91.97
86.35
85.49
78.76
77.77
70.37
69.28
60.85
59.59
49.77
48.32
37.65
36.15
24.13
22.34
9.17
7.287

w=30.875,
h=2
mm

w=6.5,
h=9.5
mm

w=9.5,
h=6.5
mm

98.15
97.54
93.25
92.62
87.93
87.26
82.12
81.35
75.26
74.35
66.99
65.88
56.96
55.60
44.74
43.10
29.70
27.72
11.90
9.62

97.79
97.19
93.31
92.75
88.67
88.07
83.11
82.36
76.04
75.07
67.41
66.26
56.71
55.24
44.11
42.47
28.93
26.86
11.134
8.85

96.97
96.19
90.95
90.22
85.06
84.31
78.54
77.68
70.92
69.92
62.16
61.00
51.92
50.55
40.05
38.51
26.01
24.11
9.93
7.90

In Fig. 15, the maximum and minimum of impulse
voltage on the second disk of the winding for various
parameters (in Table 1), has been shown. These values
have been taken from Tables 2-5 for the second disk.
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As it is observed from Fig. 15, the decrease of Hch
has the most impact on decreasing of impulse voltage
on the second disk.

Fig. 14 Changes of IVD on the winding caused by the changes
of w and h.

Fig. 11 Changes of IVD on the winding caused by the changes
of Bcw.

Fig. 15 Max and min of the impulse voltage on the second
disk for the various parameters.

Fig. 12 Changes of IVD on the winding caused by the changes
of Hch.

Fig. 13 Changes of IVD on the winding caused by the changes
of t.

5 Conclusions
In this paper, a typical transformer with disk
winding and with the introduced parameters was
modeled using software VOLNA and then with
changing the parameters of the winding by this
software, the variations of the impulse voltage
distribution on the winding and the rate of the variation
of impulse voltage on each disk of the winding were
analyzed. In this study, a disk winding with rectangular
cross-section was considered.
In the curves obtained from the software, reducing
the amplitude of impulse voltage fluctuations means to
reduce the constant of winding voltage distribution and
reduction in these two factors means a more uniform
impulse voltage distribution along the winding.
In this paper was shown that a change in each
parameter of the winding causes the capacitive network
and the proportion of total series to parallel capacitance
to change and this will cause a change in impulse
voltage distribution of the winding.
It was observed that the thickness of paper insulation
of the conductor has lowest effect on impulse voltage
distribution of the winding but the increase of the
distance of the core outer surface to the winding and the
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decrease of the length of the channel between disks will
improve impulse voltage distribution along the winding.
This result was also obtained that if in the crosssection of each turn of disk the height (on metal) be
maximum and the width (on metal) be minimum, the
most uniform of the impulse voltage distribution on the
disk winding will obtained.
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